
The rapid! PayCard team provides the most comprehensive PayCard offering available.  We start with a 
foundation of industry leading technology and full compliance support then ensure a successful ePayroll 
transition by DELIVERING MORE than just a financial product.

Our mission is to help our clients achieve a legally compliant 100% ePayroll 
program that benefits our clients financially, improves the lives of their employees, 
and creates a more sustainable environmental model for payroll delivery.

rapid! PayCard specializes in ePayroll solutions.   The rapid! PayCard team uses developed tools and 
methodologies to completely and effectively train, support and communicate the value and benefits that you are 
providing with the rapid! PayCard to ensure ePayroll success. 

Reduce Cost - Expanding direct deposit participation will save significant 
cost savings over the current method of printing and delivering checks and 
wage statements. 

Improve Efficiency - The rapid! Paycard solution will expand electronic direct 
deposit participation and will eliminate the need to distribute regular pay 
checks and wage statements to employees. By eliminating paper checks 
exposure to check fraud will be minimized, lost or stolen check problems will 
be eliminated, business continuity will be improved and off-cycle payment 
problems will be lessened. Check fraud is one of the fastest growing forms of 
corporate fraud. The rapid! PayCard solution will significantly lessen the 

chances of check fraud within your company to help ensure your business runs smoothly. 
  
Increase Corporate Environmental Responsibility - Improving your direct deposit participation is a simple, 
safe and smart way to have a positive impact on the environment. If the 22 million American’s who still don’t have 
direct deposit for their pay used direct deposit, annually we would save 8.7 million pounds of paper and avoid 
releasing 25 million pounds of green house gas into the environment. 

rapid! PayCard was established in 2003 and has been focused on employer payroll 
card programs since inception. The rapid! PayCard team understands the unique 
challenges employers face when implementing a PayCard program across multiple 
offices and with high-turnover staff. The rapid! PayCard service seamlessly 
integrates into any company’s existing payroll/payments process and provides a 
complete electronic payment of wages or e-payroll. There is finally a way to save 
money, contribute to environmental sustainability, increase efficiency, and enhance 
your employee benefit offering.

We currently provide paycard services to companies across the United States with 
total employees in excess of 450,000. We have developed a comprehensive 
program that is specifically designed to meet the unique needs of employers with 
employees in all 50 states who wish to provide paycards in their companies.
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Your company can expect to:
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